KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB4.7

LOCUS: CB47000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

TOPSOIL

BEG. LEVEL(S) NE 466.77 SW 466.37

END LEVEL(S) NW 466.77 SE 466.78

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB47000

UNITS IN LOCUS: 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009, 010, 025, 031, 033, 034, 082

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 74.395 kg FINE UNID
   Pottery was only roughly sorted.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMUADE ROMAN

3. COINS K99C1 - Bronze; K99C6 - Palestinian coin; K99C7 - Syrian, ca. 1929

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Misc. glass, bullet casing, burnt stone/nitrified clay, plaster, nails, worked flints, button (possibly modern glass), barbed wire, tree rubber, bullet, shoe leather, Turkish pipe

6. INU. K99 FE1 - TC Bird head
   K99 FE5 - TC feet of statuette

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLAKE

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E.G. OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Medium dark brownish grey soil of medium compaction that becomes crumbly and clumpy. Contains many small pebbles and rocks which range from small to medium sized pieces. Typical inclusions are small-medium sized pot sherds, modern materials such as shoe leather, a bullet and bullet casing, various wires, plaster, worked flints, and nails. This topsoil locus includes three of the four 5x5 quadrants only; the NW quadrant, SW quadrant, and SE quadrant. The NE quadrant was not excavated. In all three quadrants the composition of the soil remained approximately the same in color and texture. However, the SE quadrant contained a large amount of larger rock rubble approximately 3cm. below the immediate surface and which extended nearly the length of the 5x5.

2. The topsoil locus is immediately over subsolar locus CB47008.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C84.7

LOCUS 001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEGIN LEVEL(S) W: 465.4A END LEVEL(S) W: 465.12, 465.39

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C847000, C847008

C847010, C847011

OVER LOCUS(ES) __________

UNITS IN LOCUS: ________

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WLT. _______ FINE _______ UNID _______

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(ES) OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Wall constructed using pebbled and rubble technique. Running North to South, it is the first of two walls oriented in this direction and the westernmost wall of the large room. The average stone size is approximately 10-15 cm, and some are slightly smaller. There are two distinct robbing episodes, one in the North corner and one in the South corner of the wall. Otherwise, the preservation of the wall is fair. The southernmost pier is untouched, and the stones remaining in the wall after the robbing in this area have been left and are at a level with each other. As the wall continues North, however, the layer becomes less well-preserved. At the area of the northern robbing episode (C847010), the rubble compaction changes and the wall begins to lose integrity. There are no piers in the North. The stones left after the robbing incident (C847010) at 465.12 appear to be from an earlier period, though
still in line with the wall. It is likely that the pier and rubble construction was built on top of this earlier wall. 5.08m in length N-S with an average width East-West of 0.75m.

2. CB47001 is immediately below CB47005 where robbing incidents have not occurred. In the South CB47011 covers the remaining stones at -465.39 and in the North CB47010 covers the remaining stones at -465.12. The plaster floor CB47006 abuts CB47001 with the plaster sloping up a few centimeters where the two loci join.

CB47001 is also abutted by several soil loci. CB47009 lies to the East within the room and Loc CB47012, CB47013, CB47014, CB47015, CB47016 and CB47017 lie to the West and also abut CB47001
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C847004    LOCUS: C847002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.55, 465.54  END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C847000, C847008  OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE_______ UNFD

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Wall constructed using pier and rubble technique, oriented North to South. It is the Eastern-most of the two such walls (the first being C847001). There is a robbing incident in the North which may account for the large rubble fill and which disrupts the length of the wall. The robbing incident C847019 is situated at the corner of wall C847002 and C847003. Overall preservation is very good as the pier and rubble construction has remained very compact and neat. None of the stones appear to be out of place or disturbed apart from the rubble fill C847005 immediately to the North of wall C847002 and the robbing incident C847019. The stones making up the rubble in this wall are approximately 15-20 ums, slightly larger than those of wall C847001.
2. Immediately below subsoil CB47008 is the rubble fill of this well. Full CB47009 is the soil fill within the large room. Both CB47009 and CB47006 about wall CB47002 to the West.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7

LOCUS CB47003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 465 661

END LEVEL(S) 0

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000,

OVER LOCUS(ES) 

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Wall oriented East to West and made of pier and rubble construction. This is the northernmost of two such walls, the southernmost being [CB47004]. While little of the wall is actually visible, it is clear that the preservation is relatively good with the piers and rubble fill remaining in place and undisturbed. The rubble is approximately 15-20 cm in size and is tightly packed between piers that appear to have suffered little weathering or other damage. Both the East and West corners of this wall have been robbed where they join with walls [CB47001] and [CB47002]. Where the robbing incidents occur, the wall suffers some damage, and in the East [CB47019] is over the remaining stones which are in not as good condition as the intact wall. This locus is on a direct line with the Northern interior wall in (448) and the interior NW corner...
2. Wall CB47003 is immediately below subsoil CB47008. To the East, robbing CB47019 is over some of the stones remaining after this incident. To the West, wall CB47003 runs into the North balk and it may be inferred that robbing incident CB47010, which removed stones from CB47001, most likely also robbed stones from CB47003.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7

LOCUS CB47004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 445.08

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47007, CB47006

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB47006

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._______ FINE_______ UNID

LOM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Wall made up of large rubble fill. Due to the placement of Wall CB47004 in relation to Wall CB47001, it seems reasonable to believe that this wall is also of pebbled ruble construction. This wall is located in the South West corner and appears to run parallel to wall CB47003 and perpendicular to Wall CB47001. The visible section of this wall appears to be in a good state of preservation as the stones remain in line and packed together.

2. It is reasonable to believe that wall CB47004 is related to wall CB47001 and continues to the East and West. However, the visible length of the wall is not enough to firmly demonstrate this.
Soil locus CB47011 immediately covered the top surface of the wall while soil locus CB47016 abuts wall CB47004 to the North.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C84.1

LOCUS C847005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Rubble Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 405, 61

END LEVEL(S) —

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C847005, C847005

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._______ FINE_______ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD_______ HELD. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Medium-sized rubble fill to North of Wall [C847005]. While rubble was present in the topsoil and subsoil, it lacked the characteristics of this locus [C847005] such as a much tighter grouping with little or no soil in between the stones and a possible attempt to remain inline with wall [C847002] to the South. The stones are approximately the same size as the rubble in the four visible walls. A small tree was situated over this rubble and may be responsible for some displacement.

2. C847005 abuts Wall C847002 to the South. To the North, robbing episode C847019 appears to abut the rubble as well, though these may be part of the same event. Subsoil [C847008] immediately covers this locus and soil fill [C847009] below the'.
Rubble locus [CB47005] appears to be above plaster floor [CB47006] but lacks the characteristic relationship between the three walls of the large room and the plaster floor's the plaster does not rise up to create a small lip against the stones.

7/9/2000
This rubble locus is indurated robbing episode contiguous with [CB47019]
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7 LOCUS CB47006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) PLASTER FLOOR

BEG. LEVELS 463.33 END LEVELS 465.00

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000, CB47005, CB47009 OVER LOCUS (ES) CB47018

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE ______ UNIQ

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IF OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Plaster floor within larger room measuring 5.08 m North to South and m. East to West. The plaster had been troweled smooth, to create a very uniform surface in antiquity. The plaster itself contains small-to-medium sized grit that is brown or black in color and there are few other inclusions. Floor CB47006 is highest in elevation at the NE corner of the room with an elevation of 465.33. From this point, the floor slopes downward to the South and the East (the South East corner measures +465.20) until a very defined trough-like area. This is an area where the floor appears to have sunk. Because this depression is in a straight line running North-South, it may possibly be some sort of drain or other feature. This depression is approximately 50-60 cm in width. Once the lowest point occurs, there is a steady increase of elevation until an approximate height of +465.20
CB47006 continued

is maintained (this elevation is constant on either side of the depression). The floor abuts walls CB47001 to the West, CB47003 to the North, and CB47002 to the East. Against these walls, the plaster rises up to form a small lip (approximately 1-2 cm above the floor level). This characteristic does not occur where the relative walls have been robbed CB47010, CB47019 or where there has been a disturbance and later been refilled CB47005. In the South East area of CB47005, there is an installation CB47007 which shares the same plaster matrix.

Overall preservation is good. Where the floor begins to slope dramatically, small pockets of plaster have broken away from the floor. These are mostly located in the middle of the floor. In some cases, the holes reveal what appears to be large flat stones which may indicate an earlier surface or structure of some kind.

2. CB47006 is immediately covered by soil/locus CB47009 and abuts loci CB47001, CB47002 and CB47003. It appears at this time that rubble fill CB47005 is adjacent to floor CB47006 and not directly above it due to the placement of the rubble next to CB47002. This floor locus also includes CB47007 which is the plaster installation sunk below the level of the floor surface.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7

LOCUS CB47007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

INSTALLATION

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.14

END LEVEL(S) 465.19

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47009

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ______ FINE _______ UNI0D

LOM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TUCHING/BONDDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Circular plaster installation sunk into floor. Like the floor, the sides have been trowelled smooth and the top edges have been bevelled to approximately 45 degree angle. Both installation CB47007 and floor CB47006 share the same plaster matrix and appear to have been plastered at the same time. This installation is 50 cm wide and deep at the lowest point. The wall of CB47007 is perpendicular to floor CB47006. The wall itself is 50 cm high at the point where it first touches the bottom surface. The bottom surface itself slopes at a sharp angle down to a rounded bottom in the center. This is slightly flattened in the center. There are no cracks or flaws in the plaster either on the bevelled edge or on the walls or bottom surface.

2. This installation is filled by soil locus CB47009, a dolerite - dolerite matrix with floor CB47006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7

LOCUS CB47005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Subsoil

Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) SW 465.78' SE 466.04'

END LEVEL(S) SW 465.80' SF 465.50'

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB47002, CB47003, CB47009

CB47010, CB47011, CB47012

UNITS IN LOCUS: 011, 012, 013, 014, 015, 016

017, 018, 020, 023, 026, 028

056, 085, 086, 100, 108

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 116.35 kg FINE 144.36 kg

UNID 44.36 kg

LBM Arab - Turkish pipe

SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Arab

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

Ph. SF lamp - unknown manufacture

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL -

5. OTHER: Turkish pipe, mus. flint blades, flint axes, mus. glass, mus. metal, plaster, brick samples, glass bead, worked bone, restorable jar frags, stoppers

6. INU. Glass rim - K4921

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 3 OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Light yellow-brown soil ranging from softish sandy texture to a harder compaction. Shelves length of excavated area (5m x 9m) and is 20cm deep on average. It is immediately below topsoil [CB47000] and immediately above CB47002, CB47003, CB47009, CB47010, CB47011, and CB47012.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C64.7

LOCUS C647009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) N6W65.56 $1465.80

END LEVEL(S) 465.33 $1465.0C NE

SW $465.20

UNER LOCUS ES C647000, C647008

OVER LOCUS ES C647006, C647007

UNITS IN LOCUS:

0.29, 0.32, 0.34, 0.35, 0.36, 0.37, 0.39, 0.41, 0.42

0.43, 0.44, 0.45, 0.46, 0.47, 0.49, 0.49, 0.50, 0.51

0.52, 0.53, 0.54, 0.55, 0.56, 0.57, 0.58, 0.59, 0.67

0.72, 0.73, 0.74, 0.76, 0.77, 0.79, 0.81, 0.86, 0.90

FINDS:

0.29, 0.32, 0.34, 0.35, 0.36, 0.37, 0.39, 0.41, 0.42

0.43, 0.44, 0.45, 0.46, 0.47, 0.49, 0.49, 0.50, 0.51

0.52, 0.53, 0.54, 0.55, 0.56, 0.57, 0.58, 0.59, 0.67

0.72, 0.73, 0.74, 0.76, 0.77, 0.79, 0.81, 0.86, 0.90

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 138.065 kg FINE 77 kg UND 46.78 kg

LDM Roman KH4A

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 3 HELL. MOULDMADE 1 ROMAN 1

3. COINS

4. FAUNA

5. OTHER (25C)

- Worked flint, stone tool, tesselae, bronze fragments (possibly fibulls), large jar fragments, stoppers, possible stonework; 1.5 m found in layer for conservation, bricks, stone pieces, possible alabaster, nodules, hasta.

6. INXS:immer brand - K9953, black glazed plate

K9953 X 3 - clay

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Mixed soils bounded by walls C647001, C647002, C647003, this unit locus is 5.08 m North-South at its greatest extent and east west at its greatest extent. The various types of soil in this loci define layers of decayed mudbrick and ash layers, and some areas of deep-grey ash and dark red bares. There is consistent pottery dating to ca. 500 AD from KH4A fragments. This is visible at all levels and in the plaster installation as well. Overall, the soil is a brownish-yellow to greyish-brown with several small and larger pale mudbrick patches. Immediately over the plaster floor becomes much ashier and is riddled with plant material. The greatest presence of soil systems is evident in areas where the soil is deep reddish-brown directly above plaster floor C647006.
CB47009 is immediately below CB47006 and immediately above CB47006 and CB47007. This mixed soil unit also surrounded the in situ vessels removed as separate units and given a distinct locus CB47020.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7

LOCUS CB47010

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.88

END LEVEL(S) 465.12

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000, CB47008

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB47009

UNITS IN LOCUS: 040, 070, 075, 094, 101, 142

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13.79 kg FINE 2.0 kg UNID 3.49 kg
   (635 lbs of soil)

   LDM Hellenistic 3-2 BC.

   SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE O HELL. MOULDMADE O ROMAN O

3. COINS O

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER articulated Rhodian frags, possible stone im. stoppers, s patte, and large jar frags burned in for conservation

6. INU. KA9SAH6 - stamped Rhodian handles; large jar frags

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOC1 1E OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locus is a robbing episode which removed the Northernmost stones of Wall CB47001 and what may be the corner of walls CB47001 and CB47003. The overall locus is composed of a soft light to medium-brown soil with large rubble measuring up to 30cm at the higher elevations that gradually became smaller (approx 8-10 cm) in the lower elevations. This event occurred after the soil had accumulated in the large and small rooms as there is a distinct area in the balk which shows the line of digging. Additionally, the Rhodian fragments and large jar fragments appear to have been back-fill after the stones of the wall were removed, since the em-phaera end jars otherwise remain in situ.
CB47010 is immediately below CB47008 and immediately over the large smooth stones of CB47001. CB47010 lies over pink mudbrick disturbance CB47012 and slopes westward. To the West, CB47010 appears to have cut through jars 2, 3, 4, 9 and the Rhodian amphora, all part of locus CB47020.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C84.7

LOCUS C847011

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.77

END LEVEL(S) 465.05

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C847008

OVER LOCUS(ES) C847012, C847013

UNITS IN LOCUS: 019, 021, 022, 024, 027, 030, 074, 080, 107, 110, 120, 123

UNITS IN OVER LOCUS: C847006

FINDES:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 32.084 kg FINE 0.64 kg UNID 358 kg Amphiroskos 34.5 kg sherd

LDM KH4A - 50

SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Early Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1 HELL. MOULDMADE 2 ROMAN 3

Persian folded lamp

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes (some putwinkle bones shaped for casing)

5. OTHER metal, fib, pan, stoppers, glass Shalim rounded mortar

6. INU. K895AH3 - stamped amphiroskos handle, K99P31 - amphiroskos

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. C847011 is made up of several soil types. At the highest elevations, the soil is a hard light yellow with patches of decayed mudbrick. The first articulated sherds, including a Rhodian amphora and an amphiroskos, are in these upper layers. They are horizontally deposited which suggests they are not a primary deposit but instead part of a fill or pit. Further excavation revealed an absence of stone for the southern area of wall C847001 where it meets with C847004. This may indicate that the articulated sherds are indeed part of a later fill. The mottled soils of packed brown and a dark ash also suggest this.

2. C847011 is immediately below C847008 and immediately above C847013. This unit is bounded to the East by wall C847001 and a partial area 019 could be identity as C847012 and C847013.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB417

LOCUS CB47012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.71

END LEVEL(S) 465.50, 465.51

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000, CB47008

OVER LOCUS(es) CB47013, CB47014, CB47015,

CB47017, CB47017.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 052, 054, 057, 059, 062, 064, 068

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 15.33kg FINE .08 kg UNID 5.93kg

(L875: of soil)

LDM ESA → 150 - 100 BC (one possible piece of Roman Cook)

SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Hell

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 0 HELL. MOULDMADE 0 ROMAN 0

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Yes

5. OTHER partial stone mortar, shakers, pestle, plaster, worked flint

6. IUJ

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OR UNDER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Disturbed pink mudbrick in NW of excavated area. More pink in color than the lighter yellow to the South (CB47011), this area also has a brownish-pink softer decayed mudbrick as well. It is difficult to determine the state of the brownish-pink mudbrick in relation to the harder pink mudbrick. Where the pink toppers towards its southern edge, the brownish pink picks up, suggesting that this area is perhaps decomposed more than elsewhere. Larger chunks of mudbrick were present near wall CB47001 and smaller pieces were usually found throughout the locus along with some small stones.

2. Immediately below CB47008, this locus is immediately above CB47013 and CB47014 (and very partially CB47011), as a result. Immediately to the east, CB47012 is partially covered by CB47017.1, which is located higher (L875: of soil).
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C84.7

LOCUS C847013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) RUBBLE FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.51, 46

END LEVEL(S) 465.30

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C847000, C847008, C847012

OVER LOCUS (ES) C847016, C847017, C847017.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 087, 089, 105

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 10.67 kg  FINE .03 kg  UNID 3.03 kg

   (515)

   LDM Roman Cookware

   SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric — Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 0  HELL. MOULDMADE 0  ROMAN 0

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER worked flint (primary sherds; secondary sherds) restorable jar frags, stopper

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IN OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Rubble unit composed of small-medium-sized stones approximately 5-10 cms in length. C847013 extends from the North balk to the South balk in the area West of wall C847001, touching the wall itself in most areas. This area of rubble and soil is approximately 30 cms wide on the average though it stretches from the wall nearly to the balk. The soil is consistently brownish-pink and fine salt though it is sometimes asky in the Southern area. This area also included the large blocks of intact mudbrick in the NW corner.

2. Immediately below C847012 in the North and C847011 in the South, locus C847013 is immediately above C847016 in the South and C847014 and C847015 in the North. It is bounded to the East by
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7
LOCUS CB47014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) RUBBLE FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.27
END LEVEL(S) 464.93

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000, CB47008, CB47012
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB47015, CB47017, CB47017.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: 138, 140, 155, 154
153, 156, 157

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 98 kg, FINE 29 kg, UNID 12 kg
   (40% of soil)
   LDM Fine wares, local and imported: Hellenistic (local 3-2 BC)

   SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Hellenistic

   2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 0, HELL. MOULDMADE 0, ROMAN 0

   3. COINS

   4. FAUNALS

   5. OTHER: Tar ves bric for restoration, BS Prestrable bowl (palmette impressed design)

   6. INU.

   7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Rubble layer touching NW face of Wall [CB47001] from rubbed out edge approximately
   50 cms south. Rubble is approximately 5-8 cms in width and is mixed with plaster piles 2-4
   cms in width. The hard-packed soil is brownish in color and slightly sandy. It differs from rubble
   CB47013 due to the plaster inclusions.

2. CB47014 is directly below CB47012 and immediately above CB47015. It abuts
   wall CB47001 and CB47010 lies adjacent to the NE. Rubble layer CB47013 lies
   immediately to the west.
This was excavated in 2008 and was considered part of robbing episode CB47019.

These units were: 152, 154, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160.
KEBESH LOcus SHEET

Area CB4.7

Locus CB47015

Type (wall, floor, fill etc.) Fill

Begin Level(s) 465.51, 465.38

End Level(s) 465.05

Under Locus(es) CB47013, CB47014

Over Locus(es) CB47017

Units in Locus: 091, 093, 098, 112, 134

Finds:

1. Pottery: Total Wt. 21.63 kg Fine 0.04 kg Unid 5.70 kg
   (1,340 l of soil)

2. Lamps: Wheelmade________ Hellenistic Mouldmade________ Roman________
   1 mica frag

3. Coins 0

4. Faunal yes

5. Other worked flint, stoppers, metal slag, possible mortar, potential pumice, glass body sherds.

6. Inu. (none)

7. Sediment Analysis/Float

Locus Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, Extent 2. Relation to other loci ie over/under/ touching/ bonding with other floors/fills/walls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

1. Undisturbed pink mudbrick in NW of excavated area—because of the intact mudbrick collapse that included blocks of mudbrick (CB47013) this locus may be considered partially sealed. The mudbrick of CB47015 is a bright pink, hard soil made up of a fine silt. There are small white shell inclusions in the brick itself. This unit stretches approximately 2m south from the North balk though its exact length varies. It does stretch from the West balk to Wall CB47001.

2. CB47015 lies immediately below CB47013 and CB47014 and immediately above CB47017. The beginnings of CB47016 may run beneath this locus as well. Robbers' trench CB47010 lies to the East on the northern limits of this locus and CB47001 lies to the East.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7

LOCUS CB47016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 465.34

END LEVEL(S) 465.11

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47013, CB47011

CB47008, CB47000

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 126, 133, 137, 144, 150

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. *7.53 kg FINE -0.9 kg UNID 1.09 kg

*UNIDENTIFIED AMPHORISKI SHERDS

(Log. 1.56 kg)

LDM 2 BEE

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EHTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locus includes the large deposit of amphoriskoi and unidentia. Situated in the Southwest corner of the excavated area, this unit consists of a dark grey-brown soil with a medium-silt and a crumbly texture. Its highest elevation is in the very Southern edge where it actually touches the South wall. It slopes steadily downwards to the North. The locus began with the dark ash only to a depth of 2-3 cm at which point the first of the amphoriskoi began to appear. The concentration of vessels was thickest at its southern end and was at least two courses deep. Towards the North, the concentration thinned off considerably; and larger vessels approximately 30-40 cm in length appeared. The deposit and the ash ended immediately thereafter. Overall, the vessels were two-handed amphoriskoi approximately 20 cm in length and 8-10 cm at the broadest part of the shoulder. In the very Southwest corner, several amphoriskoi included large bodies of ash (CB47008) and the deposit thinned down (CB47013).
have been part of a storage area or shelf that collapsed.

2. This locus lies immediately below bubble locus [CB47013] and the disturbance [CB47011]. Well CB47001 lies to the West and CB47004 lies to the South. CB47016 also covers [CB47004] at least partially, though it is difficult to discern the exact relationship. CB47016 has wall wall CB47004 close to the close proximity of the South Pole. It appears that the Northernmost edge of [CB47016] lies below [CB47015].
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CBA 4.7

LOCUS CBA 47017

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.23

END LEVEL(S) 465.04, 464.96

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CBA 47000, CBA 47008, CBA 47012, OVER LOCUS (ES) CBA 47017.1

CBA 47015, CBA 47014, CBA 47015

UNITS IN LOCUS: 116, 124, 132, 135, 139, 141

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 137.7 kg

   FINE - 19 kg

   UNID - 126 kg

   ANTHROPOSKON - 12 kg

   SHERDS

   LDM Roman Cock - 100g (1 km)

   SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 2 HELL. MOULDMADE 0 ROMAN 2

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER metal spikes w/ large heads, glass, body sherds, BSS turned in for restoration, S pattler turned in for restoration, loose floor turned in for restoration, metal spigot, flint rotor turned in for conservation, PSS for restoration, tablet (after

6. INV. 1832 assorted seals

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

CBA 47017

I lie in the NW of the excavated area, West of Robber trench CBA 47010 and wall CBA 47001. At it is underneath the undisturbed pink mudbrick and is a fine sandy soil that is a medium brown at its highest elevation and becomes ashy and then a packed brownish-pink again. Overall condition is medium with a small amount of rock. Additionally, 1832 assorted seal was found. The largest concentration of these seals is approximately 1.20 m from the North wall along the face of the West wall. The seals range in size from 50cm to 70cm with the majority being approximately 1cm long. They are mostly made of unfired clay and bear impressions that are most often figurals. Some from unit CBA 7.135. This unit is the removal of the arbitrary section left between the anthracite deposit and the pink mudbrick to the North. At the time, it was unclear whether the Northern area ran above or below the Southern extent and was assumed to be what is now unit B.
underneath unit CB47.135 and that the mixed soils from the disturbance had indeed covered the put mudbrick as it sloped from North to South. It seems probable that this one piece of Roman cookware is contamination from the mixed soils of the disturbance above the amphoriskoi which did stretch to the North at approximately this point. The most likely date for this locus is Hellenistic.

2. [CB47017] touches both the North and West balks and is bounded to the West by wall [CB47001] and robber's trench [CB47010] at its North East limit. The amphoriskoi deposit appears to run over the southernmost area of this unit as well.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7
LOCUS CB47017.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.98 465.04
END LEVEL(S) 464.92

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000, CB47008, CB47012
OVER LOCUS (ES) —
CB47013, CB47014, CB47015, CB47017

UNITS IN LOCUS: 143

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 7.82 kg FINE 1.9 kg UNID 1.36 kg AMPHORISKOS SHERDS 0.12 kg
(350 l in soil)

LDM amphoriskos sherds, Italian lid - 2 BC

SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULD MADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER worked stone, stoppers, amphoriskos sherds buried in coal conservation, spelter buried in coal conservation

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOC. IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Soil fill below bullae deposit, CB47017.1, tracts from the North bank to approximately 3.70 m South along the West bank and 3.30 m along the face of wall CB47001. It is a very medium brown soil that is more compact than the locus above CB47017. It contains a large amount of pottery, mostly restorable. This locus stretched to the very edge of the amphoriskos deposit to determine if it was a pot and to level the surface.

2. Immediately below CB47017 and bounded to the NE by wall CB47001. There was no further excavation of this area, so there are no loci below this. CB47016 appears to run over the
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7
LOCUS CB47018

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 465.44, 465.45
END LEVEL(S) 465.15, 465.35, 465.24, 465.18

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47008
OVER LOCUS (ES) CB47009, CB47005, CB47006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 093, 111

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 10.84 kg FINE 0.04 kg UNIF 3.51 kg
   (3130 kg soil)
   LDM Byzantine comb broom sherd, CRS547AD
   SPAN/CONDITION Prehistoric - Byzantine

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE [ ] HELL. MOULDMADE [ ] ROMAN [ ]
   (1 dolphin form lamp)

3. COINS

4. FUNERAL [ ]

5. OTHER stoppers, large jar fragment in for conservation

6. INU Hellenistic dolphin form lamp - K99.3, 111

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/ OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Soil units in Eastern areas of the large room that contained material datable to the Byzantine
   period. The soils are both along the North wall (CB47003) and East wall (CB47002) that
   contained significant areas of later disturbance. CB47002 is immediately South of jar #1.
   It is composed of a mixed dark ash and a lighter brown soil. Later excavation revealed this
   ashy mix continued to the East and was part of robber fills (CB47019). CB47011 covers
   an area from the North wall (CB47003) to the South wall and runs along (CB47002). It is a
   brownish-yellow soil and also covers robber's trench CB47019. This unit also includes some
   soil from the walls itself as the stones were articulated.

2. This unit abuts CB47020, CB47002, and lies over CB47006 in one area. It also abuts rubble fill
   (BC47007) in one area. It appears to be a continuation of the rubble fill coming from the
   East, as well as a continuation of the fill coming from the South.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB47019
LOCUIS: CB47019

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEGIN LEVEL(S): 465.86, 465.26
END LEVEL(S): 465.15, 465.09

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB47000, CB47008
OVER LOCUS (ES): —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 115, 121, 127, 129, 131

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13.48 kg
   FINE: 12 kg
   UNI.D: 4.38 kg
   (96% of soil)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 0  HELL. MOULDMADE 0  ROMAN 0

3. COINS: coin: K9920 (Hellenistic)

4. FAUNAL: —

5. OTHER: mortar, spout, glass, stoppers, encaustic fur restoration, large jar frags; Roman fur restoration

6. INU: Rhodian stamped handle; Hellenistic coin: K9920

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Robbed area in NE of excavated area where walls CB47000 and CB47008 should have met at a corner. At its highest elevations, the soil was crumbly brown and loosely packed with a large amount of medium-sized rubble ranging from 10-25 cm across. At a lower elevation, the soil became finer though still was not packed or hard and the rubble remained consistent throughout. CB47019 appears to have been filled with a rubble floor and the lowest course of stones from wall CB47002 which had not been robbed and which were at approximately the same elevation as the plaster floor.

2. This locus holds a large covered stone, the Byzantine cell. CB47019 also holds rubble CB47005 and the fill of the large room CB47004. This locus is covered by 10-11 ft of CB47020 and plaster floor CB47006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7
LOCUS CB47020

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) IN SITU JARS/AMPHORAE/SUGLET

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.71, 465.66, 465.34
END LEVEL(S) 465.34, 465.24, 465.23, 465.19

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB47000, CB47008, CB47009 OVER LOCUS (ES) CB47006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 081, 103, 146, 147, 148, 149

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 10.47 kg FINE .07 kg UNID 2.45 kg
   (4.01 kg of soil)
   LDM 3,700

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 2 HELL. MOULDMADE 0 ROMAN 0
   1 misc nozzle

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes (including worked knucklebone)

5. OTHER residue samples, large jars #1-13, small Ph. SF juglet

6. INU: QAQSAH - stemmed amphora handle; QAQ13 - Ph SF juglet; QAQ950 - residue sample from jar #12;
   QAQ951 - residue sample from jar #3

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locus includes all jars, amphorae, and other vessels in situ within the large room. Jars
   1 through thirteen are placed along the West wall of the large room (CB47001) and the North wall of
   the large room (CB47008). Also included is the soil within the vessels themselves which is a brown,
   rock-filled coarse soil with a fair to moderate amount of root growth. Jars 1-9 and 11-13
   are composed of a red/orange fabric with black inclusions. They measure approximately 1.5
   tall and have a rough diameter of 60 cms - 75 cms. There are two Rhodian amphorae also,
   one in the NW corner and one in the NE. The Rhodian amphora in the NE is a partial body with the
   other sherds, including the stemmed handles are in Robber trench CB47010. The Rhodian amphora
   in CB47.416 is in situ having fallen from a place near the corner. It appears to be undisturbed also.
   Jars 10 and 12 are not associated with the fill of Robber trench CB47019.
In the South, only a small Phoenician semi-fine juglet was excavated approximately 30 cm from the South balk and 5.10 m from the East balk. It also remained in situ. (Within the South balk itself, there is clearly one more large jar of red fabric. It has not been excavated but it should be noted that it is highly probable that this jar is placed along the Southern wall of this large room. It should also be noted this is roughly on a line with Southern wall [CB47004].)

2. These vessels are resting atop floor [CB47006].
Vessels 5, 6, 7, and 8 lie along the West wall [CB47001].
Vessels 4 and 9 were cut through by Robbertrench [CB47010].
Vessels 1, 2, 3, 12, 13 lie along North wall [CB47003].
Vessels 10, 11 lie next to and partially covered by [CB47019].
[CB47609] is the soil matrix which surrounds these jars.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.7
LOCUS CB47021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEGIN LEVEL(S) VARIOUS
END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) VARIOUS
OVER LOCUS(ES) VARIOUS

UNITS IN LOCUS: 063, 067, 096, 119, 136

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.25 kg FINE — UNID 0.44 kg
   145% of soil

LDM Late 2 BC + Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 0 HELM. MOULDMADE 0 ROMAN 0

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL yes

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS I E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Cleaning units from various areas including walls and scrapings to clarify soil units.

CB4.7.063: Scraping of disturbed mudbrick in NW (CB47012)
CB4.7.067: Cleaning of walls face to articulate stones (CB47001)
CB4.7.096: Cleaning of west face of wall CB47021 — no pottery kept
CB4.7.119: Cleaning of west face of rubble CB47005 — pottery is undatable.
CB4.7.136: Trimming of wall over NE robber's trench CB47019 includes topsoil, no pottery kept.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CBA 7
LOCUS CBA 7021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) fill

BEGIN LEVEL(S)

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CBA 7006, CBA 7006.1

OVER LOCUS (ES) n/2

UNITS IN LOCUS: 161, 166-167

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 229 kg FINE 6 UNID 20 kg

LDM Persian

SPAN/CONDITION EB - Persian

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD  HELL. MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
Bone 1489.4 gr; astragal i (2)

5. OTHER
Olives pits, plaster-ptd, I'm

6. INU
Persian jar complete rmn K06704

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS: OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is fill underneath the storeroom floor. It is brown and sandy and there are colored plaster inclusions which look to be fragments of a painted multi-layered plaster floor. There are also some rubble + cobbles which are also visible in the doorway of CBA 7004 and may be part of some sort of cobble plaster floor to a lower plaster floor. Further excavation is needed.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB4.7
LOCUS: CB47006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): floor

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.34
END LEVEL(S): 465.16
UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB2609 (?)
OVER LOCUS (ES): CB47006.1
UNITS IN LOCUS: 159, 162, 164

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 5.5kg FINE SHARDS UNIQ. 5 kg
   LDM: early Roman
   SPAN/CONDITION: HT - early Roman
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELD, MOULDMADE  ROMAN
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
   Bone 277.6gr; astragalus
5. OTHER
   Olive pits, stopped
6. INU.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT
   ON CARBON SAMPLE

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the removal of a section of the storeroom plaster floor. This floor was put
in place AFTER the walls of the storeroom
was constructed. There were some disturbances
in the floor i.e. holes in the plaster but most
of these were very shallow.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CBA 7

LOCUS CBA7006.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.16

END LEVEL(S) 465.06

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CBA7006.1

OVER LOCUS(ES) CBA7021

UNITS IN LOCUS: 160, 165

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 20 kg FINE UNID

LDM early Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION EB-early Hell

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

Persian lamp

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

Bone 1390 gr, astragalus

5. OTHER

cheet lithic, burnt pits, iron

6. INJ.

Intact Bronze bracelet K0641024, Iron arrowhead K0641030

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

Carbon sample

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is equivalent to the fill under the
floor locussed as CBA7021. The soil in 6.1 is
brown and sandy and very clean indicating
some planning for the installation of the overlying
plaster floor. At the unit was being cleaned
some rubble was apparent.